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Chapter 1796 Flesh Skynet

“Wiliam!” There was a roar of grief and indignation from the people at the scene!

This scene, everyone was shocked and unbelievable!

Many people present have seen the picture of Wiliam’s God and God!

Especially Wang Qingmian and others, it can be said that they have witnessed
Wiliam’s growth from nothing to strong!

I have also seen one miracle after another created by Wiliam!
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Wiliam has always controlled the globality.

Even though Wiliam was dripping with blood, he never felt embarrassed!

And now!

Wiliam is actually powerless!
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When this thunder struck, Wiliam didn’t know whether he was alive or dead!

Who is this enemy!

It was so terrifying!

At this moment, Wiliam’s body is still hanging in the air!

However, his body is sideways.

His hands, feet, and his head have been slowly lowered, and it looks like a corpse
is suspended in mid-air.
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His consciousness became more and more blurred.

Powerless…

This was the only thought in Wiliam’s heart.
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It is powerless.

Even if Wiliam has tens of thousands of abilities, he feels that there is no way to
use it.

This feeling is so suffocating.

Life and death, life and death are unpredictable…

Wiliam’s eyes slowly closed…

And Ye Qiongqi made a random move and beat Wiliam to the point where he lost
his mind.

In his opinion, dealing with Wiliam is just a little effort, not even a drop of sweat.

Hoho, saying that the genius of the sky is just a kid talking nonsense.

It’s a pity, I can’t kill this kid all at once.

You have to be alive to get what’s on him.

Ye Qiongqi’s black qi moved again, but it slowly attacked Wiliam, trying to roll
Wiliam over.

At this time, Su Hongxiu shouted, “Put it down!”

At this moment, Su Hongxiu’s eyes have already been cracked!

She knew a truth deeply.

Even Wiliam was defeated so easily, this person in front of him is definitely not
something that a red, thin and tall building can provoke.

However, with a breath of heart, Su Hongxiu insisted on shouting out.

That black air floated gently, as if looking at Su Hongxiu!



Su Hongxiu bit her teeth, and it was already difficult to ride a tiger!

Her body rushed towards Wiliam’s place before!

While rushing, he released Du Diao Hanjiang from his body and threw it towards
the black qi.

Du Diao Hanjiang instantly magnified in the air, forming an extremely black ship.

The big ship hurriedly covered the black air.

“Oh ho ho, very interesting magic weapon.” Ye Qiongqi sneered.

Then, a thunderstorm struck again.

The majestic Du Diao Hanjiang was directly split in half in mid-air, and then fell to
the ground.

When it landed on the ground, it slowly returned to its previous small
appearance.

Obviously in this round, Du Diao Hanjiang was directly crippled.

Looking at Du Diao Hanjiang, who fell to the ground, Su Hongxiu felt bad!

That is fishing the cold river alone!

This kind of magic weapon is rarely seen in the entire cold boat!

Even the rank is above the Five Elements Divine Weapon!

In the past few years, Su Hongxiu has gradually gained fame by relying on Diao
Hanjiang alone.

It can be said that if there is no one who fishes the cold river alone, there is no
such thing as today’s Su Hongxiu!

Never thought that the peerless divine soldier in the eyes of the world would be
so vulnerable under a thunderstorm!

Su Hongxiu also spit out a mouthful of blood in the air!

The magic weapon was in the same breath as her. Now that the magic weapon
was injured, Su Hongxiu was also seriously injured.

However, she is not reconciled!



So, she continued to fight her breath, trying to take the opportunity to regain
Wiliam’s body.

“Hmph, ants also want to go to the sky?” Ye Qiongqi snorted again.

In the sky, there is a faint thunder!

Obviously, another thunderstorm was about to come down.

However, Su Hongxiu was completely on top at this moment!

She ignored it and continued to rush towards Wiliam.

“Boom!”

A flash of lightning slashed down.

Su Hongxiu’s hand just hugged Wiliam just now.

At this moment, Su Hongxiu closed her eyes.

As if waiting for thunder to come.

But after a while, Su Hongxiu opened her eyes in disbelief.

The thunder and lightning did not hit her.

She flashed back while holding Wiliam, while looking at the sky!

Seeing this, she was horrified!

I saw that almost in an instant, above her head, there were already densely
packed people floating!

These people are all the children of the red and thin high-rise buildings!

When the suzerain was suffering at a critical moment, the doorman of the red
and thin high-rise building actually gave up his life and forcibly blocked that
terrifying thunder with his own flesh and blood!

And the few people who were struck by the thunder fell down without any
resistance, like autumn leaves.

Su Hongxiu’s eyes suddenly turned red!

These are her sisters!

They didn’t blame their suzerain for risking their lives to save an irrelevant man.



They just stood in front of the sect master without hesitation, guarding the sect
master with flesh and blood!

This is the red and thin high-rise building!

Su Hongxiu fell to the ground, handed Wiliam to Wang Qingmian and the others,
then looked up at the sky and shouted, “Come back soon!”

She had an uneasy feeling in her heart!

The sisters’ righteousness this time may completely annoy the terrifying person
on the opposite side!

However, it’s too late!

Ye Qiongqi sneered when he saw this scene.

“Is there really someone who is not afraid of death? Hoho, then take a good look
at it. How ridiculous your so-called fighting for righteousness, the so-called
giving up one’s life and forgetting one’s death.”

The voice fell!

Thunder rolls in the sky!

There is hardly any brewing at all!

A few more bolts of lightning struck.

More than a dozen figures were hit and fell ruthlessly.

Tears fell from Su Hongxiu’s eyes.

I hate it!

However, the sisters in the sky also seemed to be completely agitated with
blood!

Sun Qing’er didn’t look back, and shouted loudly: “You all run away! This guy’s
attack method can only be from the sky! We block it, you run away!”

As Sun Qing’er’s voice fell, the dozens of sisters in the air suddenly spread out.

There is a person floating every five meters.

As if in the sky, this group of women formed a net to death with their flesh and
blood!



As long as there is lightning, there are sisters who are not afraid of death to take
the initiative to carry this lightning!

Go to this life and death!

Su Hongxiu’s teeth were about to be shattered, and her whole body was
trembling!

At this moment, she could only roar in an extremely angry voice: “Everyone!
Rewind!”

We can’t live up to the wishes of the sisters, we can’t let them die in vain!

Su Hongxiu has always covered them!

But today, when the catastrophe came, these women used blood and tears to
guard their suzerain!

retreat!

Han Xing’s brows furrowed tightly, but he still didn’t say a word.

But they still fled not far away!

“Hoho, want to escape? But it’s not that easy. Let you escape, I am famous in this
life, but how will it end?”
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